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ABSTRACT
Different methods and technologies for vertex detection will be
introduced, starting from nucle~emulsions and bubble chmbers,
to drift chambers, scintillating fibers andsolid state devices.
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,1

measurements of decay rates of heavy flavor mesons and baryons, combind
1.

with

studies of their branching mtios and decay spectra, can therefore be used to determine

~RODU~ION

I
The purpose of a vertex detector is to measure position and angles of charged particle

the elements of the CKM mixing marnx, and to test and formulate theoretical models.

tracks to sufficient precision so as to be able to separate tracks originating from decay

Heavy quarks dso couple to the flavor conserving neutral weak current. The study of

vertices from those produced at the interaction vertex. Such measurements are

@ decay mtes and charge asymmetries at LEP has allowed for sensitive tests of the

interesting because they permit the detection of weakly decaying particles with

ptilcted

couplings.

lifetimes down to 10-13s, among them the ~ lepton and charm and beauty hadrons.
Photon-gluon fusion is one of the principal QCD processes that leads to the
These two lectures intend to introduce the reader to the different techniques for the

production of heavy flavor particles and the measurement of heavy flavor production

detection of secopdarY vertices that have&n

in ep interaction can be used to measum the gluon structure function over a wide

develo@

over the past decades. The

fiist lecture includes a brief introduction to the methods used to detect secondary

kinematical range. Such measurements are very important to our understanding of

vertices and to estimate particle lifetimes. It describes the mdlhonal technologies,

many QCD processes.

bad

on photographic recording in emulsions and on film of bubble chambers, and

inmoduces fast electronic registition

Heavy flavor particles also play a major role in the search for new particles, hadrons

of signals derived from scintillating fibers, drift

and leptons. In the Standard Model, the hitherto undlscoveti

chambers and gaseous micrmsrnp chambers.

r quark is expected to

decay as t + W+b, resulting in a high mansverse momentum lepton and two jets, one
The second lecture is devotd

of which is associated with the b quark. Non-standard decays may result in transitions

to solid state detectors. It begins with a brief

introduction into semiconductor devices, and then describes the application of large

involving a Higgs particle and a b-jet. Many searches for the elusive Higgs particle

arrays of strip and pixel diodes for charged particle tracking. These lectures can only

can be assisted by precision vertex detection. In particular, the detection of signals for

serve as an introduction to the topic of vertex detectors.Time and space do not allow

new phenomena will be aided by information about the presence of secondq

for an in-depth coverage of many of the interesting aspects of vertex detector design

vertices, most importantly the differentiation of prompt and secondary leptons.

and operation. More complete reviews of the older techniques and lifetime
Among the heavy flavor particles, those carrying the beauty quantum number are

measurements can be found in scientific joumds [ref 1.1]. An excellent introduction

expected to c~

to silicon vertex detectors is presented in the lecture notes by C. Damerell [ref 1.2].

the key to our understanding of CP violation, a phenomenon that so

far has only been observed in the decays of neuml kaons. h the framework of the
Since the discovery of the JN pticle
c~ing

almost two dwa~s

ago, the study of ha~ons

Standad Model, a number of quite simble CP violating effects are predicted in rare
decays of B mesons.

heavy flavor quantum numbers has become a fashionable topic, for theorists

and dxperimentalists alike.

As in Ko decay, the CP violating effmts are expected to be

dependent on the B decay times. Thus experiments that are designed to search for and
study CP violation in the Bo system will require precision vertex measurements.

In the fmmework of the standard eiectro-weak theory, flavor changing mnsitions
among quarks and leptons m described by their coupling to the charged weak boson,

In summary, the detection of heavy flavor production and decay in a wide range of

W*. The parton diagrams for heavy flavor decays m identical to ~ decay, and thus

different processes has played and will continue to play a prominent role in

apart from the diffe~nces in the coupling of the W~ to the various partons, the

experiments that test our understanding of weak and strong interactions.

semileptonic decay rates of heavy flavor quarks Q are calculable and closely related
to the muon decay rate. The differences in the couplings of heavy quarks to the W*
are given by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi Maskawa (CKM) marnx elements VqQ. Recise
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flavor particles can be distinguished from stable and very short lived particles by their
2.

HEAVY FLAVOR DETECTION

AND LIFET~E

decay vertex which is displaced from the primary production vertex. Figure 2.1

MEASUREMENTS

shows typical vertex topologies for BE prduction

From the point of view of an experimental physicist, the detection of heavy flavor
particles and the measurements of their lifetimes are atnactive because they represent
a major challenge to the design and operation of detectors and to the data analysis.

In summary, an experiment with good sensitivity to heavy flavor pticles

The principle difficulties experimentalists face in the detection of heavy flavor
particles w

in both collidlng beam and fixed

target experiments.
requires a

detector with large acceptance, excellent momentum resolution and good pticle

their small production rates in hadron and photon interactions, and their

identification,

short decay lengths.

preferentially both for hadrons and leptons, and a vertex detector with

superb resolution and granularity. Furthermore, large samples of ch-

and beauty

particles m not possible without selective and efficient rnggers, or at least the
2.1 Signatures

for Heavy Flavor Particles

possibility of a fast off-line event filter.

Signatures for heavy flavor particles can be derived from their relatively high mass
and the weak nature of their decay. Masses of 2 GeV/c2 or more give rise to

Table 2.1. Lifetimes and Decay Lengths of Selected Particles,

relatively large transverse momenta of the decay secondaries. Unfortunately, they
Stable Particles

also allow for a large variety of different decay modes and thus lead to rather small

T > 104s

branching ratios for any particular decay. The lowest lying charm and beauty particles

P

7P> 1.6 X-23 S

decay via the flavor changing charged weak current resulting in relatively long

n

~n =888.6 +3.5s

e>~
P*

Te>2xlo22y
Tv = 2.19703 to.0ooo4

lifetimes. The CKM enhancement leads to sequential decays, i.e., the decay chains
b + c and c +s.

Thus strange particles can be used to enhance a sample of charm

particles, and charm particles can be used to enhance a sample of beauty candidates.
The weak coupling also causes the emission of leptons (~

Vev hng-Lived Particles
~+, K* KLO

, pi ,7* , and neutrinos).

Ks”, A“, X*

In Table 2.1, the lifetimes of common particles are listed together with their average
and muon are also considered stable, because for momenta of more that 1 GeV/c their

Bd”, Bs”, Ab

and are considered short-lived, because their decay length are too short to allow for

Short-Lived Particles

direct experimental observation. These particles are observable only via their decay
products as peaks in effective mass distributions, or in formation experiments via the
energy dependence of their production rate. Particles which decay via weak
interaction include the charged pions, and the strange particles, like the charged and
neuti

kaons and hyperons. Their decay lengths CTrange from a few cm to several

meters. Particles carrying the chasm or beauty quantum numbers have lifetimes of the
order of 1 ps, resulting in decay lengths CTof less than 1 mm. Thus these heavy

It
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c~p = 658 m

2.6030 t 0.W24

=7.8m

X 10-8s

CTZ

10-’Os

c~A = 7.9 cm

T> 10-13s
Tr = 0.303+0.008X

D+, Ds+, Ac+

average decay length far exceeds the dimension of any detector. Particles which
decay via electromagnetic or strong interactions have lifetimes of less than of IO-16s

As

2.66* 108krn

~ > 10-lOs
Tz =

7A = 2.632 *0.020X

Long-Lived Particles
T*

decay length CT.The proton, elecmon and photon are stable particles. The neutron

CTn =

~D+ = 1.062*0.028X
1

7B=1.18+0.011

10-12S
10-12s

X10–12S

CTT y91p
c~D

=318~m

c~B 4350

~m

T< 10-16s

~“!no

T~p =8.4*

p, o, K*, A, z

7P= 4x 10-24 s-17s

0.6 X10-17S

C7 = 0.025 ~

CT< 10–9 Am

,

2.2

Heavy ~avor

The

principal difficulty in detecting heavy flavor particles arises from their small

Production

production rote. Experimenters have chosen a variety of different beams, at energies
ranging from threshold to the highest available. In high energy neurnno experiments,
roughly 10% of the totat hadron production by chwged current interactions involves
charm particles, the total cross section at 100 GeV is, however, of the order of 1 pb.
In Photoproduction, the total charm cross section is of the order of a few ~b, and
represents roughly 1% of the inelastic cross section. Both experiments at HERA are
planning to use the measurement of charm mesons to derive the gluon structure
function. The highest cross sections for charm and beauty particles have been

e+e- experlmen’ts

measured in hadron beams, of the order of 10-100 ~b/nucleon for charm, representing
less than 1/1000 of the total inelastic cross section. Both charm and beauty cross
sections are expcctd

to rise substantially with energy. Calculations indicate that at

the SSC energy of @ TeV, the beauty cross section may be as high as 1 mb,
constituting as much as 1% of the total cross section. These very favorable rates may
make studies of rare decays of beauty particles feasible, and may allow for the
observation and measurement of CP violation.
Experiments at e+e– storage rings have the advantage that heavy quark production
makes up more that 30% of the total cross section. Experiments at ~SR
have accumulatti

and LEP

large samples of events containing charm and beauty particles,

many of which can be selected on the basis of kinematics alone, without the use of a
special trigger and avoidlrtg losses due to cuts on minimum decay distances. The
total data rate is limited by the luminosity, given by the cumnt and cross sections of

TIP.m4z

the colliding beams.
Figure 2.1

Vertex topologies for

(a) e+e- experiments, and (b) hadron

experiments.

In hadron machines, candidate events are selected on the basis of the event

characteristics described above, namely the transverse energy, leptons of high
transverse momentum, and multiple charged kaons. More mently,

several

experiments have attempted to detect decay vertices on-line. So far the results have
not been convincing, but tests are underway to improve these techniques and the use
of fast processors will enhance the chances for success. In fixed target experiments,
active targets made of nuclear emulsion or silicon have been employed to maximize
the sensitivity to very short decay distances. The beam intensity and target density are
usually adjusted to match the data acquisition capability of the detector.

4174-

In colliding beam experiments, detectors are usually placed on the outside of the thinwdled vacuum at a radius of several cm. and charged particle tracks have to be
extrapolated over this distance. This is a serious disadvantage at lower energies,
where the decay length are only of the order of 100 ~,

and where multiple

scattering conrnbutes significandy to the measurements errors. Figure 2.2 shows an
example of a topology for an event Z“ + b~ + anything, without and with
measurement errors as they occur typically in a WP experiment. It is quite evident
that the distinction be~een

the particles from B decay is not straightforward.

2.3 Decay Length Measurement
The stmdard method to determine the particle decay times t is to measure the particle
momentum p and decay path L, and thus requires an accurate determination of the
production and decay verdces,
L=~yct=p/m

ct.

If the decay products are not fully detected, the momentum is often estimated from an
unconstrained kinematic fit or from the measured effective mass and momentum sum
of the measured decay tracks.

I

A more model independent estimate is based on the measurement of the decay length
in tie plane msverse

to the beam,
Lt=pt/m

et,

where pt and Lt are the mansverse momentum and transverse decay length,
respectively. This method uses the fact that the transverse momentum disrnbutions
=

much better understood. The problem is that the mansverse momentum

components m genedly

much smaller than the longitudinal components, and thus

for short lifetimes, the error on the length Lt can become significant.
The measurement of the mansverse decay length in a colhding beam experiment is
TIP-03W5

illustrated in Figure 2.3. The beam-beam interaction region is of elliptical shape and
can be measured and monitomd using Bhabha scattering events. Its size vties

from

Figure ~.2

machine to’machine, typically dimensions are 300 &m x 40 Lm. The beam position
and size m usually stable for mmy hours of operation. One can either estimate ~e
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Track pattern of a Monte Carlo generated event e+e- + Z“ + b~ +
anything projected onto the plane man~erse to the beam; (a) without
measurement errors; (b) with typical measurement errors of a vertex
detector located outside the vacuum pipe.

production point from the knowledge of the position B(X~yb) and sim averaged over
many events, or from the tracks of the indlvidud event. In most cases the beam spot
is l&ger than the position error of the individual &acks. In a typical Z“ + b6 event,
on average about 11 of the 20 charged tracks originate from B or D decays. Finding
the vertex P(xP,yP) from the remaining 11 tracks is not easy, ~cauw

many are of low

momentum. The decay point V(xv,yv) is determined using the secondary tracks.
44

The direction of flight (tx,ty) is usually approximated by the jet axis, thus
compensating for unmeasured neutral decay particles. me transverse dway length Lt
and its error uL can be titten

LT =

with D=ty2

-,Tint

2.4

B(Xb,

Yb)

+ tx

~yy

Impact Parameter

A very

Beam position

Xvoyytx + yvaxxt ~ – o xy(xvty+Yvtx)

2
~xx

as [ref 2.1 ]

D

–2tx ty Oxy,

Measurement

common method relies on the measurement of the s-called

impact parameter

b which is defined as the distance of closest approach of a mack to the interaction

TIP4W7

point Op) (seeFigure 2.4). The impact parameter is positive if the intersection of the
Nwre

2S

track with the reconstruct

Decay length measurement for a particle produced in a
colliding beam experiment.

psitive

flight path of the dwaying pmicle comsponds

to a

decay length; it is negative otherwise [ref 2.2]. b is proportional to the

product of the decay length and the decay angle Y of the track,
@zcosY*sin9*

b=

(P/D * +COSO ‘)2

= Ct

+ y-2 sin2e *

where @ is the polm angle in the center-of-mass system. In the relativistic limit, b
becomes insensitive to the momentum of the decaying particle. This is not surprising
since there is a rnvial comlation

between the decay angle Y and the momentum ~y.

As the momentum increases the angle Y decreases. The clear advantage of this
estimator is that it does not require a fully reconsncted

decay or estimate of

momentum. Individual tracks from hadronic or semileptonic decays can be used, thus
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1
,

avoiding losses due to smaU branching ratios and limited detector acceptance. Monte

Carlo simulations are needed to relate the impact parameter to the decay time; this
can be done to an accuracy of about 10Yo.
Impact parameter measurements are not only used for lifetime measurements, they
can also serve as art indicator for the presence of one or more second~

vernces and

thus for heavy flavor particles in the event. It is hoped that in the future fast on-line
determination of track impact parameters and their errors can be used as a rngger
signal for beauty pardcles.
me error on the impact parameter b depends on the detector geome~,

resolution and

the total mount of matend. For a simple vertex detector with only two measurements
with the resolution ox at distances R1 and R2 from the production point, the
resolution in the impact parameter is given by
ob2 = a2 + b2/p2 + C2,

TIP-03M6

a=— Rlox
—R20X
R2-R1+R2-R1

with

Here the fist term represents the intrinsic resolution of the detector and is determined
1.5 -

by the detector geometry and resolution, the second tem accounts for the multiple
scattering in the frost detector layer plus my other material before the fwst

Slct

measurement. me @ird term accounts for dl other effect that influence the

1.0 -

resolution, like the accuracy of the relative alignment of the two detectors and their
stability. As an exqple,
0.5 -

Figure 2.5 shows the calculated msolutiod in the impact

parameter measured relative to the beam in the center of a two-layer cylindrical
silicon detector as a function of the inrnnsic resolution Ox, the ~~US of tie f~st

0 11

1

5

layer, and the thickness of the vacuum pipe which is placed just inside the fust

10

detector layer. It is evident that tie intrinsic resolution is only relevant for high
TIP-03M3

Figure 2.4

momentum tracks, while the distance of extrapolation given by the placement of the
frost layer is hnportant for dl momenta. ~us

Impact parameter & (a) definition; (b) dependence of the
normdizd impact parameter 8/c~ on the mack momentum ~y.

adhere to the, following criteria:
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the design of a vertex detector should
,

.“

c

~o,.o --

(e)

particles and the measurement of their lifetimes wuired

p~cision

that were embedded into large and complex specmmeters
i.e. one does not need to measure decay times from t = O, but relative to a cut-off

vertex detectors

operating at accelerators

and with capabilities for momentum measurement and full particle identification.

tm~, which may in some cases vary from event to event. E, on the other hand the cut-

Nuclear Emulsions

3.1

off at large times is finite, the simple summation does not hold, and the decay rate

Nuclear emulsions consist of thin layers (25 ~m -2000 ~m) of gelatin into which

provides a better estimator.

silver bromide crystals are embedded. Like in photographic plates, in nuclear
The error on the lifetime estimate is usually estimated from the second derivative of

emulsions ionizing particles generate changes in the silver bromide grains such that

the likelihood function at the maximum,

the Ag++ ions can be reduced to Ag atoms during the development process. Thus
ionizing particles are registered by the location and density of silver grains,
furbishing information about the track position and direction as well as energy. The
spatial resolution is governed by the grain size, 0.1 P

to 0.6 pm, and the grain

density, typically 300 grains/mm for minimum ionizing macks. Both the grain density
The upper and lower error limits can be derived as

L(7+01) =L(?–Oi)=

and the development process are specifically tailord to each application.

L(7)-*.

Stacks of nuclear emulsions have been used as active targets in which both the

production and decay vertices were obsemed down to distances of less than 1 ~m.
In most lifetime measurements, the sample is not free of background events, and the

The major shortcomings of the emulsion technique are the following:

measured distribution needs to be treated as a sum of signal and background, where
the background time distribution has to be derived independently from the data.

●

The transparent emulsions need to be scanned and measu~d under the
microscope, a very laborious and time consuming process.

3.

NON-SOLID

STATE DETECTORS
●

The very fmt tracking detectors for ionizing particles were photographic plates, that

Since @acks are often crossing several layers of emulsion, the scanning
process is very difficult and results in efficiency losses that increase rapidly at

were soon followed by nuclear emulsions. At that time, however, the superb spatial

distances of a few mm. This problem is particulmly severe for neutral

resolution achievable with these devices was not considered necess~

particles that do not leave a track that can be followed through the different

and the

emergence of bubble chambers and elec~onic detectors lead to the decline of these

layers. Precise fiducials are required to index the relative pos;tion of the

techniques. By the early 1970s, drift chambers had been developed and were used as

layers.

electronic tracking devices, both in fixed target and colliding beam experiments.
●

Their precision of typically 200pm

was considered adequate for charged particle

total number pf tracks. As a result, neutral beams, neutrons or neutrinos, have

tracking and momentum measurements, as well as K: and A“ detection.
The discove~

been used frequently. The total lack of time resolution not only excludes the
use of a rngger but dso leads to difficulties in linking emulsion tracks to those

of J~ particle in November of 1974 and the ~ lepton in 1975 changed

this situation dramaticdly.

I

Emulsions ar~ continuously sensitive and the total exposure is hmited by the

observed in the downstream spectrometer. As a consequence, emulsion

Measurements of pardcles lifetimes of the order of 10-13s

experiments can only record a limited number of rare events.

demanded much high precision for particle tracking near the production vertex. In

fact, there existed hints for decays of short-lived particles in cosmic rays recorded in
emulsions, but the decays were not fully reconstructable. The identification of these
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.

The relatively high density of emulsion targets can lead to secondary
interactions but due to the excellent resolutions for the low energy nuclear
recotis, such interactions cars usually be distinguished from decays in flight.

Nuclear emulsions have a long histov of discove~ of elementary particlek: the
decays Z- + A- + e- and the K+ + Z+Z+Z- were first observed in emulsions, and

.,

in 1971 the fmt candidates for charm particle decays were observed in cosmic rays
interacting in an emulsion chamber [ref 3. 1]. Since then, nuclear emulsions have been
revived as active targets for fifetime measurements because of theti superb spatial
resolution and gmmdarity. Figure 3.1 illusmates tie precision that can be achieved in
emulsions, of the &r
[ref 3.2]. In 1985, ~

of 0.5~m, corresponding to decay times as’small as 10-14s
fmt BE event with measurable lifetimes was recorded at

CERN [ref 3.3]. With the addition of high precision tracking extemd to the emulsion,
computer-aided scanning subsmtidly

enhaced

the detection efficiency and data rate

capability of this twhnique. Several experiments have repofied results on charm

..

pardcles, most recenfly E 653 at Fermilab [ref 3.4].
Figure 3.2 shows the layout of the E 653 spectrometer that was operated in a 600
GeV n– Mm at Fermilab. Each active target module consistti of 0.84 I emulsion composed of
sheets of 330 pm thickness, placed both p~lel

relative position known to 10 Vrn, 49 target modules were used during the run. Silicon strip
detectors wem placed upstream and downstream of tie target to measure the
incoming beam tracks and the secondary track from tie interaction. me vertices in
ax*y=15

-30 P

tim

the silicon microsrnp detectors with a resolution of

and CZ=300 W. nis

lead to a ~uction

in tie emulsion

scanning time by an order of magnitude and dso increased the track finding
efflcimcy, reaching over 90%. The downswam

spectrometer consisted of a dipole

magnet and precision drift chambers for momentum and angle measurement, TlmeOf-Hight mO~

counters and calorimeters for elecmn identification, followed by a

muon &tector made of magnetized iron and drift chambers.
The readout was rnggered by tie presence of a muon of more than 8 GeV/c total and
1 GeV/c transverse momentum. ~is
semi-leptonic decays of chm
td

.....

..

‘\

.

..\
.

.

and transverse to the ~am direction. To ensure

uniform exposure during the 20s beam spill, the target was moved transverse to the beam, with the

the target wem extrapolate

..

rngger was designed to select muons from the

and beauty particles. A sample of 8. l@ events out of a

of 2.5. l@ interactions was recorded. Almost 700 chm

meson decays were
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3.3

Scintillating

In scintillator,

Fibers

light. In organic scintillator,

the scintillation light tises

/veto
AFas’Tugger
I
II

(a)

ionizing particles excite molecular levels and lead to the emission of

.,

from the &ansitions by the

free electrons in the benzene ring structures of hydrocwbon

compounds. me

scintillation process involves two steps: The primary process is the de-excitation of

excited molecular states leading to the emission of UV light. The second~

Beam W-—-—-—-—

process

is the absorption and re-emission of this energy at a longer wavelength. This
re-emission is extremely fast, it occurs in less than 10 ps. Standard scintillator

II

emit in

Y

Silicon K strip
telescope
(not to scale)

the blue-violet region of the visible spectrum, the spectral region that is readily
affected by radiation-induced damage in the polymer, leading to a dec~ase in light

Fibre optic
magnification
cone –x 2.5

C.C.D.
&\’

yield. Recentiy new fluorescent compounds emitting in the gree~ye~ow region have

\

been shown to be more resistant for damage by ionizing radiation [ref 3. 7].
Plastic scintillator

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Image intensifier
stack

SCIFI active target
4 cm
5 mm@
20 ~m fibers

are most widely used because of their fast signal (decay constants

of less than 1 ns) and their high light output. Plastic scitttillators me polymers doped

(b)

with scintillating compounds. They arc relatively inexpensive and they Me produced
commercially in a wide variety of sizes and shapes (from thin films and fibers to large
sheets, blocks and cylinders). Scintillating light can be channeled by total reflection
to a photon detector, the most popular among them are photo-multipliers and vacuum
phot~diodes.
Following the pioneering work by Ruchti et d. [ref 3.8], scintillating fibers of small
cross section, round plastics or square shaped glass, are being considered as hcking
and vertex detectors. Position sensitive photon detectors have been developed, for
instance multi-antic

solid state photomultipliers and most recendy visible light

photon counters WC).
Two different applications of fibers have been proposal
.

Active targets made of a stack of densely packed and accurately placed fibers
of 40 ~m in diameter was designed for an experiment at CERN to study heavy
flavor prtiucaon

o

[ref 3.9]. A schematic view of the target arrangement and

40pm
TIP-0%50

magn~led view of the cross section of the fiber target are shown in Figure 3.5.
There are typically five fibers per mm of track, the position resolution is of the

Figurt

order of 20 pm, and the light yield was measured to be 40 photoelectrons per
mm. Results reported so far are based on a rather elaborate readout system,
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3.5

Scintillating Fibers: (a) schematic illustration of the target and
readou~ (b) high magnification photograph of a scintillating
fiber target. me dimension of the fiber core is 25 ~m and the
center-to-center spacing is typically 31Um.

,4

consisting of a photwatiode

proximity-focused on to a multi-channel plate

where x is the total drift path, D the diffusion coefficient, and p the mobility. D and L

image intensifier, followed by a CCD or photographic film.

.

I

At LHC and SSC large cylindrical arrays of small diameter (0.3 mm to 1 mm)
scintillating fibers of 3-4 m length are consided
devices [~f 3. 10]. ~eir

as chargd

depend on many parameters; for instance the gas composition, the pressure, and the
electric field.

parti$le tracking
0pem60n in a high rate environment can cause voltage breakdown and aging effects

high rate capability and fine segmentation have major

advantages over gaseous tracking chambers. In a typical ex~nment

that will limit the performance.

of this

kind, the scintillating fibers are coupled to opticrd fibers for signal transport to
Drift chambers are attractive tracking devices because of their good spatial resolution,

the VLPC read-out that is placed outside the sensitive volqme. me

their rate capability, and their fast electronic read-out. ~ey

survivability of the fibers in radiation levels of about 1 MRad, their

detectors, the main conrnbution to multiple scattering comes km

attersuatioq length, and their VLPC readout remain under Study.

the potentird wires.

Recently, low density gaws like helium and low density wire materials, like
aluminum, have &n

3.4

also are rather low mass

employed to reduce multiple scattering. me position

measurement is usually resrnctcd to the coordinate mansverse to the wire direction.

Precision Drift Chambers

However, the coordinate along the wire can be obtained either by cathode strip
In drift chambers, the prim~

ionization generated by a charged particle is localized

readout or charge division on the wires. me latter method relies on the fact that the

by a measurement of the time difference, At=tl-~between the passage of the particle
and the arrival of the pulse on the nearest anode win. If the drift velocity

VD

charge collectd

is

on either end of the resistive wire is divided in proportion to the

length of the wire from the point at which the charge was injected. Accuracy of up to

krsown, then tie distance from the sensing wire to the origin of the primary electrons

0.5% of the wire length have been obtained. Cathode Srnp readout exploits the fact

is

that the signals induced on the cathode plane are inversely proportional to the
distance from the individual cathode Srnps. me track coofllnate can be derived as the
pulse height weightd

average coordinate of adjacent strips. Resolutions of the order

of 100 Urn have beets obtained.
For a typical drift velocity of 5~m / ns, a time resolution of 3 ns results in a spatial
msohstion of 15 ~.

Much effort has been devoted to enhance the resolution by improved cell design, by

Elwtric field configurations can be shaped by the choice of

cathode and anode wire placement and voltage. It is generally desirable to have an

precision wire placement, and by the choice of chamber gases with low drift velmity

approximately constant elecrnc field over most of the drift distance so as to obtain a

and low diffusion. Chambers have been operated at high pressure to reduce diffusion

linear relation bctwwn drift time and distance. In practice, the spatial resolution is

and increase primary ionimtion, and point resolutions as small as 40 ~m have &n
achieved over most of the drift cell for tracks of normal incidence. More typically,

limit~ by three principal factors:

.
●

●

the knowldge

resolutions of 100 Lm per point are obtained, leadlng to an impact parameter

of the wire location,

resolution of similar magnitude. ~us

the knowledge of the drift time and the space coofllnate, and

drift chambers have little chance of

distinguishing individual tracks from primary and secondary vertices. Nevertheless,

the amount of diffusion suffered by the electrons as they drift.

small cylindrical drift chambers have been built for collidlng beam experiments to fit
me diffusion depends on the total drift time ?,

between the vacuum pipe and the main central recking chamber. A recent example of
such a chamber is the Mark 11Vertex Drift Chamber [rcf 3.1 1] that was installed at
the Stanford Linear Collider.
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II

With very small spacing between electrodes, these devices provide excellent
granularity as required at high luminosity accelerators. Good spatial resolution is due
to thd precise placement and dimensions of the strips (up to 0.1 pm accuracy) and the
absence of the effects of elecwostatic fomes that lead to wire displacements in wire
chambers. The small drift space leads to short charge collection times (<9 ns).
MSGC were first employed in the NA-12 magnetic spectrometer at CERN [ref 3. 13].
Figure 3.8 shows the cross section of such a detector together with the elecrnc field
map. The detectors had an active area of 25.6 mm x 25.6 mm with 128 anode (9 ~m
wide) md cathode (70 P

wide) aluminum Srnps pIaced at a pitch of 200 ~m. The

2 ~m thick aluminum Srnps were produced by UV lithography and plasma etching on
a quartz subsmate. The devices were operatd
(40%) gas mixtum to enhance the prim~

with a Xenon

-

Di-Methyl-Ether

ionization and achieve a high tift

in an elecrnc field of 8 kV/cm. The typical gas gain was ld.

oo~2

(60~0)

veIocity

FIgore 3.9 shows

performance data. The extrapolation error of two track segments is measured in the
Drifi distanca

MSGCs, the width of this disrnbution translates to a position resolution of 50 ~m per

(mm)

point. The prompt signal from groups of 16 cathode strips has an rms width of 9 ns,

(b)

and thus can be used for triggering purposes.
While the precision fabrication techniques are attractive from the point of resolution,
tiey impose a fimit on the maximum size of these devices md incur substantial cost.
The major shortcomings of MSGCs m connected with the insulating subsmte: tie
accumulation of charge between the strips cm lead to defamation

of the field lines,

change the gas gain, and ultimately cause surface breakdown. This problem cm be
avoided if the surface conductivity can be enhanced. Several approaches m being
rnd

NA–12 usd ion-implantd

glass as a subsmte, a rather expensive solution

which dso leads to a substantial increase in the amount of material. Several groups
[ref 3.14] have since investigate

the use of thin (100 pm) plastic foils, that have

lower resistivity, m flexible and Alow non-plmsr designs. The only materials that
Miss distance (Vm)

were found to be suitable, with mechmicd

TIP4M55

stability and sufficient adherence to metal

layers, are Kapton and Tedar with buk resistivities of 1017 ~ cm and 1014 ~ cm,
fi~re

3.7

respectively. FI~

Performance of the Mark II Vertex Drift Chamber
(a) measured resolution versus drift distance near the anode
wire; (b) the measured ‘miss-distance’ for the two segments of
cosmic ray tracks extrapolate to the center of the detector,
inside the aluminum vacuum pipe.

3.10 shows results from a test with a collimatd

x-ray tube with

variable flux. For tiese tests a smrdl area (1 mm2) of the chamber was irradiated
continuously and the gaits was measured as a function of rate at certain time intervals.
While the Kapton substrate shows substantird gain changes even at relatively low
rates, chambers with Tedm substrates show an initial drop in gain immediately after
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structure. Figure 4.1 schematically shows this b~d structure consisting of a valence

turn-on of the voltage, but level off (typically after 10 minutes of operation), even at
(

rates of more than ld H#mm2. However, the gain changes area loca3 and temporary
phenomenon; the gain is fully recovered@

band, a “forbidden” energy gap, and a conduction band. The band structure for
conductors and insulators is dso shown for comparison.

minutes after the irrtilation.

These results m encouraging, and it is hoped that further investigations will lead to

The energy bands are regions in which the many discrete levels of the atoms forming

the development of gasmus det=tors with thin substrates and good resolution and

the crystal lattice are so cIosely spaced that they can be considered a continuum. The

high rate capabilities. Such devices could find applications as general purpose track-

uPwr energY band is the conduction band. Electrons in this band are detached from
the lattice atoms and are free to move. The electrons in the valence bmd are more

ing chambers, as position detectors in preshower counters, and transition radiation
detators

tightly bound to the lattice atoms. The two bands m sepwated by a ~gion in which

at SSC and LHC, and potentially in charm and beauty experiments.

them are no available energy levels. b insulators this gap is large, while in
4.

SILICON

conductors the energy bands overlap and the gap does not exist. h insulators, di

DETE~ORS

levels in the valence band are occupied by electrons and the conduction band is
Given the limitations of nuclea emulsions and bubble chambers, e.g. long sensitivity,
limitd

data rate capability, and difficult scanning p~edures,

empty. The energy gap is so large that electrons cannot be transfeti

a major effort has been

devoted in recent years to the development of silicon detectom with finely segmented
electrodes for chargd collwtion.

tbemfore thermally excited electrons can jump into the conduction band, leaving a

Such detectors represent an outgrowti of the

hole in the valence band.

semiconductor counters that have been used in nuclear physics for more than twenty

At WK, the band gap is 1.17 eV for silicon and 1.52 eV

for gallium arsenide. The width of the band gap decreases with increastig

years. In high energy physics, the use of silicon as an active tmget and as a high

tempemture.

resolution tracking device was pioneered by two groups at CERN, NA- 1 [ref 4.1 ] and

At temperatures above @K, electron-hole pairs are constandy generated

by tbermd excitation in the semiconductor, while at the same time a certain number

NA-11 [ref 4.2]. Since then, many other experimenters have built on this experience
and have employd

to the

conduction band. In a semiconductor, the energy gap is substmtiaJly smaller, and

of electrons and holes recombine.

commercially available detectors with strip or pixel readout.

Holes act like positive charges. The concentration

of charge carriers, (electrons or holes) ni depends on the temperance T, namely

Before we describe these devices in detail, we wfil briefly review the basic properties

ni= AT3/2e-Eg12kT

of semiconductor materisds [ref 4.3] which are important for their application as
tracking detwtors and we will study the fundamental limits to the precision of charge

where Eg is the energy gap at @K and k the BoItzrnmn constant, artd A is a constant

location in silicon.

independent of tempemm.

For silicon at 3000K the typical charge density is

1.5.1013 / cm3, which means that the concentration of charge carriers is veq low,
4.1

‘Principle of Operation

Solid state materials can be grou@

only 1 in 1012 silicon atoms is ionized. If an extemd elecrnc field E is applied to a
semiconductor, an elecrnc current arises from two sources: the movement of the free

in three classes - insulators, semiconductors, and

conductors. They differ by their electrical conductivity c (and corresponding

electrons in the conduction band and the movement of the holes in the v21ence band.

resistivity p=l/cr). Insulators such as glass have conductivities of the order of 1&18

The current density is J=p o, where p is the charge density and o the velocity of the

S/cm, while conductors have typicrd values from 1~ to l@ S/cm, and semi-

charge, explicitly

conductors range from 103 to I@ S/cm. The elecrncti conductivity is directly

J= enl(~e +ph)E=OE,

related to the atomic energy level structure of the materials. Semiconductors are
crystalline materials in which the outer shell atomic levels form an energy band
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where ~ and ~h represent the nobilities of the elecmns and holes, respectively, and
o is the conductivity.

For a given material the nobilities depend on the field E and

the temperature T. Some of the physical properties of silicon and germanium are
given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1.

Empty
conduction band

Some Physical Properties of Silicon and Germanium.

Atomic Number Z

14

32

Atomic Weight A

28.1

72.6

Density (~cm3)

2.33

Dielecrnc Constant (Relative)
hrnnsic Resistivity (3W K) (Q cm)
Energy Gap (3~K)
Elec~n

16

230000

45

[eV]

1.1

Hole Mobihty (3000 K) [cm2ms]

Valence band

Lconduction
band

//////////
~Hlled valence band#
L Valence band

5.32

12

Mobihty (3000 K) [cm2ms]

7$

+

Ge

L Paflially filled
conduction band

Eg-leV
T

Si

Conduction band

11

1
Eg:9eV

Hgure 4.1

Schematic representation of the energy brands of (a) m
insulator, (b) a semiconductor, and (c) a conductor.

0.7

1350

3900

480

1900

Band Gap [eV]

1.12

0.66

Energy for e-hole Pair Creation (eV)

3.55

2.85

ktrinsic Carrier Concentration [cm-3]

1.45.1010

2.5-1013

(b)

(a)

h pure semiconductors, the number of holes in the valence band equals the number
of electrons in the conduction band. This balance can be changed by small impurities
of atoms that have either one less or one more electron in their outer shell. Silicon
and germanium have four valence electrons forming four covflent bonds in the
c~strd.

Typical dopants for these two materials are boron and gallium (tr-valent)

and phosphor and antimony (penta-valent).

The effect of the dopants is illustrated in

Figure 4.2. The addition of phosphor atoms to silicon creates an energy level in the
gap very close to the conduction band. Thus the extra electrons can easily be excited
to the conduction band and thereby increase the conductivity.
holes and dec~ase the normal hole concentration.

TIP43725

They can dso fill up

Thus in phosphor-doped

figure

semiconductors, the current is mainly due to electrons (often referred to as majority
carriers) and the material is called an n-type semiconductor.

Analogously, the

addition of boron atoms leads to an energy state in the gap near the valence band,

:
1!
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4.2

Effect of dopants in the silicon crystal structure (a) addition of
donors like phosphor form n-type ,silicon by creating an energy
level just below the conduction brand (b) addition of acceptors
like boron form p-type silicon by creating an energy level close
the valence band.

I

elecmons from the valence band are easily excited to this level, increasing the hole
concentration.

At the same time, the excess of holes leads to a reduction of elecmons
I

in the conduction band. Thus in boron-doped semiconductors the holes become the
majority carriers and the material is refemd to as a p-type semiconductor,
(a)

Doped semiconductors m commonly used in semiconductor devices. Typical

“ectrons
\ n

P

/‘“’es

(c)

‘w

concentrations of impurities are of the order of 1013 atoms/cm3, i.e., only a few parts
per billion. Heavy dopant concentrations of 1020 atoms/cm3 are commonly used as
Donor ion /

elecrncd contacts.
AU semiconductor detectors are made of single-crystal sibcon or germanium
containing both pn and n-type regions that form a so-called p-n junction.

(b)

\Acceptor

ion

(d)

Such a

Eletic
tield

E!

junction is shown schematically in Figure 4.3. Due to the difference in the carrier
concentrations charges diffuse across the junction: holes from the p-side diffuse into
the n-side and elecmons from the n-side diffuse into the p-side. As a result, charges

mpam

build upon both sides of the junction, Ieadlng to an elecrnc field across the junction
which eventually hrdts the diffusion process. The region of ch~ging

potential is

known as the depletion region, because it is devoid of arty mobile charges. An

Hgure 4.3

ionizing particle crossing this region will generate electron-hole pairs which will be

A p-n junction, (a) schematic diagram, (b) diagram of electron
energy levels, (c) charge density, and (d) electric field strength.

swept out by the elecrnc field. It is this property of the p-n junction that makes it a
good ionization detector.
The width of the depletion region can be extended by applying a reverse bias voltage
across the junction, i.e., a negative voltage to the p-side as shown in Figure 4.4. The
total width d of the depletion zone is then given by

d[vml= ~2EP

pe(vo

+ Vb)

=

0.53~

where p is the resistivity, typically p= 10 k~cm for detector grade n-type silicon,
&=12 is the relative dielectric constant, u is dre electron mobility, V. =lV is the
contact potential and Vb is the bias voltage. For Vb = O, one obtains d = 75 ~m
which is too small for practical applications.

On the other hand, a typical n-type

&Depletion
.one~
with blae

silicon detector with D = 300 ~m ct~nbe fully depleted, i.e., d > D, by a reverse

TIP43721

bias voltage of Vb = 36 V or larger. The maximum voltage which can be applied is
limited by the resistance (i.e., purity) of the semiconductor.

Widt extremely high
Rgure 4.4
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Schematics of a ~versed bias p-n junction for a minimum
ionizing particle.

purity silicon, depletion depths of several mm have bmn obtained before voltage

atomic binding and distant collisions, more recent calculations [ref 4.6] account for

breakdown occmed.

atomic binding and use Monte Carlo methods to include measured photo-absorption

The capacitance C is

effects to take into account soft, nearly on-shell virtual photons generated in distant
C [pF/mm2]=~A=2.2~

collisions.

h Figure 4.5 the measured energy loss disrnbution for relativistic pions

traversing a 20 ~m thick CCD detector is compared to theoretical calculations,
thus for a D=300 ~m thick detector, C=350 pF/cm2,

illustrating the improvement in our understanding of the complicated ionization
process. Due to the long tail of the Landau disrnbution, the mean energy loss of a

4.2

minimum ionizing particle is sign~lcantly higher than the most probable energy loss.

Limits to Spatial Precision

This difference decreases with sample thickness. For a typical silicon detector of 3W
The principal reason for the high spatial precision of semiconductor detectors can be

~m thickness, the mean energy loss is 400 eV/Lm, while the most probable is 290

traced back to the confinement of the electrons from the primary ionization. This can

eV/pm. With 3.6 eV per electron-hole pair, this corresponds to 110 and 80 elecmon

be explained in a very simple, crude model of the ionization process. According to

hole pairs per ~m, respectively.

Rutherford, the probability for a collision of a particle (mass m, velocity ~, and
charge e) with a free electron in the lattice to impact the kinetic energy T is [ref 4.4]

The effect of the 5 electrons is summarized in Figure 4.6 which shows both the
probability for a minimum ionizing particle to produce a 5 electron with an energy

–-—--1-’2+}
NZ

1

dTdx – me ~2c2 A

T2

d2N

2ne4

exceeding a value T, and the range of an electron of energy T. For example, in a
300 ~m thick silicon detector, the probability to produce an electron of more than 20
keV is 30% and the range of a 20 keV electron is of the order of 5 ~m. This 20 keV

where N is Avogadro’s number, A and Z are the atomic weight and atomic number of
the matend.

6 electron will generate secondary ionization, resulting in about 5500 electrons

The term l@ underlines the fact that collisions with large energy

transfers occur at a rather low rate. Since lm

distributed along its path in addition to the 24,000 primary electrons. In general, this

is proportional to the impact

secondary ionization will distort the spatial dlsrnbution of the collected charge. Since

parameter b, this means that collisions with large impact parameters are dominant.
For instance, for an extremely low transfer energy of T = 1 eV, we find (for ~=1) b =

the position of the pticle

1o-6 &m, thus the limit to precision will certainly not be set by the primary ionization

tie charge distribution, these secondary elecmons will affect the position
measurement.

which is dominated by very low energy electrons.

traversing a sdicon detector is derived from the centroid of

h Figure 4.7, the probability that the measured centroid is displaced

by l~m and 5~m is shown for tracks of normal incidence as a functjon of the detector
However, this approximation does not take into account fluctuations in the energy

thickness [ref 4.7]. Although the primary ionization increases linearly with thickness,

loss due to a few, very high energy mnsfers, so-called 6 electrons, that give rise to

the effect of secon~

the familiar bndau

their range increases approximately as the square of their energy.

tail in the energy loss disrnbution.

The maximum cinematically

ionization due to 5 electrons becomes more &erious, because

allowed energy mansfer is
The effect of the Landau fluctuations on the cennoid of the collected charge is
T

_ 2me ~2y2c2

particulmly serious for tracks of non-normal incidence. The advantage of thin

‘m–l+2yme/m.

detectors becomes evident: in a 30 ~m thick detector, a 10~0of dl tracks will have a
6 electron oft8 keV or more which will result in a centroid shift of about 8 ~m. In a

Over the last fifty years our understanding of the energy loss processes in various

300 ~m thick detector by comparison, 10% of the tracks, prtiuce

material has substantially improved. While Landau [ref 4.5] ignored the effect of

a lW keV 6

electron that can result in a cenmoid shift of more than 60 ~m. In practice, the
advantag~ of thinner detectors must be weighed against the smaller primary
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4.6

nPa7m

The effwt of 5 elec~ns in silicon as a function of its energy
T. the number of electrons with a kinetic energy greater than T
produced by a minimum ionizing particle per 1 pm path length
(dashd line) and the mge in silicon as a function of T (solid
line).
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Energy loss distribution in a CCD (depletion depth of 16 P)
compmd to a Landau disrnbution assuming free electrons
(dashed line) and the calculation including atomic binding and
soft virtual photons (solid line) [ref 4.7].

figure
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4.7

Detector thickness (pm)
TIPW7M
The probabdity for the centroid of the ionimtion chmge to be
shifted by 21 P and 25 pm due to 5 electrons produced in a
silicon detector of variable thickness d [ref 1.2].

ionization and the difficulty of fabrication.

Measurements of the spatial resolution of

inchned tracks will be presented below.
The chmge generated by an ionizing particle drifts under the influence of the elecrnc
field and undergoes diffusion. The spread of the charge distribution is proportional to
the drift distance d

where De =kT ~/e

is the diffusion constant which depends on the temperature T and

the mobility of the charge carrier. At room temperature, De = 34.6 cm2/s and thus for
a maximum drift distance of 300 ~m, the charge spreads on average by A = 4.8 ~m.
Many silicon detectors are operated in magnetic fields. A magnetic field component
transverse to the electric drift field will result in a small deflection of the charge and
thus lead to a shift in the cenmoid of the collected charge. For a Tesla field, the
deflection causes a shift in the measmd

coordinate by 4 Lm, which can be readily

corrected for.
In summ~,

the low ionization potential leading to a very large ionization density,

the precise localization of the primary ionization, and the small electron range allow
in principle for very high spatial precision in silicon detectors. The design of sihcon
detectors and associated elecwnics

cVstal
(n-t~e)

Si

280pm

has to assure that these propernes can be fully

1

‘1

exploited.
~L

. .. .

,.,

,~d
,..

n+ Implantation
.

.

(Arsenic)

. .
1 pm Aluminium

4.3

Silicon Micro-Strip

t

Detectors

Ion implanted sdicon strip detectors for use in high energy physics were fwst

Hgure 4.8

developed by J. Kemmer [ref 4.8] and me now commercially available. Figure 4.8
shows the basic configuration of such a detector. The detector is made from high
purity mono-crystal silicon with a resistivity p of the order of 2000 Qcm. It consists
of a large number of reversed bias microstrip diode junctions formed in a substrate of
n-~

silicon with a dopant concentration of about 1012/cm3. These strip &lodes are

8 Lm to 10pm wide and are spaced typically 20 Lm apart. The bulk material is
sandwiched between a thin layer of highly doped n-type silicon on the bottom ~d
Srnps of p+-implants with aluminum contacts on the top. A positive voltage is

-193-

, Cross section of a microsrnp detector.

I

TIP-03050

al

applti

to a metal elec~e

1) minority carriers, i.e., holes from the n-side which drift across the junction,

covering the n+-implant on the bottom. At the detector

ends, the strips are connected to pads for wti bonding to the readout electronics.

2) charge trapping centers in the depletion region that can serve as intermediate

In recent years, custom-designed ~SI

3) leakage through the surface channels, by far the largest source in most

states in the energy gap, and
circuits have been dcveIoped to accommodate

the high density of the readout channels. A typical ~SI

chip contains 64 or 128

&tectors.

channels, each comprised of a low noise chmge sensitive amplifier and discriminator,
md in many cases a sample-and-hold ctiuitry

As in gaseous detectors, the elecrncal signal on the electrodes arises from the

and a multiplexed digitizer. In some

induction caused by the moving charges, rather than the actual collection of charge

applications, only every nth strip (n = 24) is connected to readout electronics and

itself. me pulse shape and rise time depend on the majectory of the mack, the

capacitive charge division between the floating and connected Srnp is used to derive
the position information. ~is

fluctuations in ionization, the electric field, etc. me pulse length At can be

readout scheme has proven to be quite efficient. For

estimated ~ughly from the applied voltage Vb and the depletion depth d. For

example, the preci$on of a 20 pm pitch detector with readout on every third strip was
shown to be 4.5 ~,

compd

example, for Vb=100 V, the average elecrnc field is E = Vb / d = 3.3 kV/cm and the

to 2.5 ~m for a similar detector with readout on every

drift velaity

is v = @

= 1500cm2Ws.3.3kV/cm

= 50p/ns,

and

channel. On the other hand, this scheme leads to a substantial degradation of the twotrack resolution, and in case of a high track density to detection losses.

At=d/v=d/peE=6ns.

A minimum ionizing particle crossing the sihcon detector will deposit 290 eV/pm

~us

and will create about 80 electron-hole pairs per pm. Since the energy gap is about 1

in high rate experiments, and allowing for the inclusion of signals from these devices

eV wide, only one third of the energy depositd

in rngger decisions.

is actually spent towards the

silicon detectors are inrnnsically very fast devices, permitting

their application

generation of electron-hole pairs, the rest goes into lattice excitation. For a typical
me passage of a charged particle is detectd

detector of d = 300 ~m thickness, the total charge collected on the electrodes is

or seved
Q~=80. d=24,000e-

=3.8fCb

.

as a signal above threshold on one strip

adjacent Srnps. me threshold pr strip is typicrdly set at two to *

times

the rms of tie Gaussian noise distribution. me point of impact of a particle traversing
a sificon detector, measured at the detector mid-plane, is derived from the cenmid of

me expected signal is

the collected charge, commonly defined as the pulse height weighted average srrip
V~=Q~/Cdet

~us

position of the cluster of adjacent strips;

=4 fCb/10pF=4mV.

to detect a signal from the detector, the capacitance nds

to be kept small. A

T

typical $trip detector with 100 mm long Srnps and a Srnp pitch of 20 Vm has a

~

capacitance of less than 10 pF. me lower limit on the thickness of the detector is set
by the nd

Xio;

-.

for a good signal-to-noise ratio for minimum ionizing particles. A

thinner detwtor has less primary ionization and larger capacitance.

It dso is more

ftt many cases the readout is digiti,

i.e. the Srnps with a signal above threshold are

fragile. me factor limiting the efficiency is the noise from the leakage cumrst in the

registered but pulse height information is not retained. In this case, the cenmid is

detwtor and the associated elec~nics.

simply calculated as the average coordinate of dl adjacent Srnps with a signal above

In general, the leakage current across the

semiconductor junction is quite small, of the order of several nA in a high quality
detwtor.

threshold. Figure 4.9 [ref 4.9] shows the pedestd corrected pulse heights versus strip

It has several sources:

number for three tracks crossing a silicon strip detector at norntd incidence. fie strip
pitch is p = 25 ~,
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b

the detector thickness is d = 300 P.

me recks are separated by

about 125 w

and a study has shown that two particles can be separated down to

distances of twice the pitch without substantial loss in efficiency or resolution. On
average, there are 1.9 strips per uack. The measured pulse height per mack is shown
in Figure 4.10.

The most probable pulse height per track is 139 (in DC

units)

compared to a single channel noise of 8. The position resolution of (3.3 ~ 0.3) ~m
was derived from the disrnbution of residuds measured for high energy tracks
crossing a set of three detectors.
h fixed tmget experiments, tracking detectors are placed ransverse to the beam such
that most pticles

have nortrtd incidence. At colliders, a large fraction of the

particles are emitted at smaU angles to dre beam and therefore may traverse
cylindrical arrays of detectors concenrnc with the beam at much smaller angles. For

240

strip detectors, the ratio of the depletion depth d to the strip pitch p is generally large,
$
a
i
x

180 -

and as the angle of incidence a increases the signal will spread over more and more

120 -

stips.

height increases in propornon to Wcos a, while the width of the cluster increases as
N~t = A + B d tan a/p (A and B are constants). This results in a smrdler signunoise

——-—— ——-——
2

This is dlustrated in Figure 4.11. With increasing angle a, the total pulse

ratio per strip. More serious than the reduced signal-to-noise ratio is the fact that for

0
40

I

I

I

I

I

80

I 20

160

200

240

STRIP

mack angles larger than 3@, Landau fluctuations tiong the track can seriously affect
tie centroid calculation

NUMBER

Figure 4.12]. These effects have been studied by several

groups [ref 4. 10] and different centroid algorithms have been developed to lesser, L1,C
sensitivity to such fluctuations.

figure 4.9

Corrected pulse height versus Srnp number for a microsrnp
detector, with th~e minimum ionizing particles. The dashed
line indicates the pulse height threshold for a track.

For instance, an algorithm was introduced that

defines the centroid as
~=0.5{x2+

xl}

where x 1 and x2 with Nst = x2 - x 1 determine the position and width of the cluster.
I
me dependence of the position resolution on the angle of incidence is shown in
Figure 4.13. For smaller angles, the two methods give similar results, for larger
angles the simple pulse height weighting is clearly inferior.
While the original silicon strip detectors were single-sided, i.e. they had parallel
diode Srnps measuring one coordinate, major efforts have since been devoted towards
the develop~ent

of double-sided detectors, i.e., detectors with Srnps on both sides of

the buk matend providing measurements of two coordinates. A schematic cross
section of a double-sided detector is shown in Figure 4.14. On both sides, the signals
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figure 4.12

Typical charge distributions for a 300 ~m thick silicon strip
detwtor with 50 ~m pitch for a minimum ioniting mack
crossing at an angle of (a) 0° or (b) 75° relative to the normal to
the detector plane. The arrows indicate the position where the
track enters and exists the detector. The curve gives the result
of a flt to the charge disrnbution. The effect of 8 rays are seen
as large fluctuations in the pulse height.

Measurement of inclind tracks in microstrip detectors: (a)
beam test set-up; (b) position resol~tion as a function of track
angle for different centroid calculation; (c) pulse height
weighted average (solid triangles) and total width fit (open
circles).
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arecoupled to the~ad-out throughan integrated
MOS capacitorconsistingof the
stripimplant,theoxide layerand theahsminium stripon thesurface.~is AC
couplingof thesignalspreventsbaselineshifts
and saturation
of theamplifierdue to
largeleakage currents. On the junction side, boron strips (p+) are implanted, and on

the ohmic side, phosphor implanted (n+) strips are interleaved with p+ strips to
prevent electron accumulations at the oxide interface. The bias voltage is applied via
resistors produced by an n-inversion layer at the dge of the bottom side defined by
the p-implantations between the n+ strips. me strips are orthogonal and thus allow
for two coordinate readout. The first double-sided detectom strip detectors were

f

p-njunction

developed for the ALEPH expriment

side

at LEP [mf 4. 11]. Seved

other groups have

since improved the design and such detectors are now being developed commercially.
In a recent tes~the DELPHI ~up

demonstrated a position ~solution of 8.8 ~m on the

p side and 11.6 ~m on the n side for a 50 ~

~adout pitch.

Tracking systems for the SSC and LHC detectors will rely heavily on double-sided
detwtors and prototype tests are presently under way [ref 4. 12]. These detector
systems =

several meters long, employ more than 10 m2 of silicon, and have many

million channels of elecmonics, including on-chip spwsification. Evaporative cooling
systems using butane at ~
5W1
10 ~

d

m+

n+

are being designed and tested. Thin kapton cables are

being developed so as to keep the total multiple scattering as low as practical. The
support smcture is to be fabricated using materials of high rigidity and low

p+
.. ... ......,,,,,.,,..,..,,,..,.,,,,.,,H~
.............,,.,,,,,,.,..,,,..,,.,,,..

coefficients of thermrd expansion.

n+

The principal advantage of double-sided detectors is the mad-out of two coo~lnates.
~

Though these devices are not fully two-dimensiond,

it is hoped that the correlation

between the pulse heights recorded on either sides of the detector can be used to
disentangle ambiguities due to multiple hits. By combining two measurements on one
Ohmic conbct

side

piece of bulk silicon, the total material is substantially reduced. On the other hand,
double-sided detectors are mom difficult to fabricate because they involved many
more processing steps. Up to now the yields have been substantially lower than for

figure 4.14

Schematic cross section ofadoubIe-sided

silicon srnpdetector.

single-sided devices. SimilarIy, the assembly of the two-sided objects is far more
difficult.
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4.4 Silicon Drift Chambers
Gatti and Reh&

[ref 4. 13] proposed to reduce the number of readout channels by

creating a drift field in the center plane of an n-type silicon detector. The principle is
illusnted

in Figure 4.15. On both sides of n-type high purity silicon, parallel p+ Srnp

diodes m implanted, and at the edge of the detector a single n+ contact or a row of
A positive ~verse bias voltage is applied to the n+ elec~~e(s)
n+ ~ontact~ is placed.
creating a potential inside the buk that is parabofic, with the minimum along the
cenml plane. Elecmns generated inside the detector by a traversing high energy
particle will follow the field lines and drift towards the n+ elective.

The drift

time of the electrons inside the silicon measures the distance of the incident particle
from the mode. H the collection electrode is divided into individud pads of several

P+

100 ~m length, then charge division among neighboring anode pads can be used to

P+

P+

P+

P+

measure the second coordinate with a precision of about 4~o of the anode pitch.
4

Thus, a multi-anode drift detector can provide unambiguous two-dimensiond
position information.

I

I

1

I

r

I

I
..-

..-

The main advantage of this concept is that fewer electronic

channels are needed md that the antic capacitance is very small compared to a strip
detector, and consequently, the noise performance is very good. Prototype tests have
demonstrated that a position resolution of better than 5 ~m can be obtained [ref 4. 14].
One of the disadvantages is that the drift veloeity in silicon is quite sensitive to
temperature, such that a temperature change of 0.10 C measurably influences the drift
times. Since it is very difficult to stabilize the overall tempera~e

to this level,

continuous calibration of the drift velocity may be needed. This can be accomphshed
by the injection of charge into the device from a special calibration electrode. The
drift vel~ity

is rdso very sensitive to the electric field and extremely high demands

must be placed on the fabrication and silicon purity. The sensitivity of the Aft
devices to potentird radiation damage has not been fully evfluated.

1
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4.5 Silicon Pixel Detwtors

TIP.037M

While double-sided stip detectors measure two coordinates, they generally do not
provide unambiguous two-dimensiond

information. For this reason, several groups

Hgure 4.15

are independency workng on the development of so-called pixel detectors. They
provide exmmely fine segmentation and consequently have superior capabilities for
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Silicon drift chamber: (a) schemhtic cross sectio~ and
(b) measured versus predicted position of particles crossing the
detector.

I

pattern ~cognition

in congestd

events or in high rate environments. The finer

pixels of approximately 50 elecmns equivtient charge have been achieved [ref 4. 17].

segmentationalsoresultsinsmallercapacitancesand therebylargersignalsand less

It is expectd

noise. This also mems that the detector thickness could be reduced. Smart, selective

of CCDS can be improved by another order of magnitude.

readout elecwnics

that over the next few years both the speed and the noise performance

is required to deaf with the enormous number of channels.

At present, three different types of pixel devices are under study and will be briefly

4S.2

described:

Hybd

~yS,

pixel detectors have been successfully employd

hybrid consists of a twmdimensiond

1) Charged Coupled Devices (CCD),
2) hybrid PIN diode

Hybrid PfN Diode Arrays

iridium bump bonds to a matched my

and

as infra-red sensors. A

array of Pm diodes that are connated

Figure 4.17. An array of 256 x 256 “dumV’ pixels of 30 ~

3) monolithic,PfN diode -ys.

via

of readout circuits, as shown schematically in
x 30 w m was recently

tested in a high energy beam. A signal-to-noise ratio for a single pixel of the order of
4.5.1

50 was obtained and a position resolution of better than 5 Vm was demonstrated for

Charge Cbupied Devices (CCD)

Charge coupled devices were inventd

both dimensions [mf 4.18]. These pixel arrays are referred to as “dumti’ because afl

in 1970 at Bell Laboratories [ref 4. 15] and

pixels were read-out sequentially into a processor at a rate of 2.4 Mec per pixel,

they have since found a multitude of applications, primarily in two domains, signal

without any discrimination against channels without pulse height information.

processing and optical imaging. Imaging CCDS have applications ranging from N
cameras for day and night vision to detectors for optical and x-ray asmnomy.

For future application in high mte experiments at colli&rs or in fixed target

Detailed information on the design and fabrication of CDDS cart be found in the
literati

spectrometers, a “smart” readout is quired

[ref 4. 16]. CCDS consists of a marnx of potential wells just below the

surface of a p+ substrate. Each well constitutes one detector element and can store

~us,

charge. The readout of large arrays of pixels is performed by sequential transfer of

and pulse height [ref 4. 19]

when a particle cresses the device tie charge will be arnplifid

and stored in the

pixel md a circuit on the periphery of the chip will record the row and column as

the stored charge to a single on chip amplifier, row by row and column by column.

well as the time associated with the hit. Fo[lowing an extemd trigger, the row md

Details of the CCD structure are given schematically in Figure 4.16. Typical pixel

column information for the relevant time slot will be used to select the pixel and read

sizes are 20pm x 20 ~m in mays of several cm2 area. The depletion region is very
shallow, of the order of 10 ~m hick. Thus only 1000 charge ctiers

which allows the selection of pixels

containing information and the readout of their cmdinate

out the analog signal. Design gods for applications at the SSC include a 16 ns time

per minimum

resolution, a readout time of 1 M, a noise level at the order of 200 elecmrts and a

ionizing particle conrnbute to the signaf (electron hole pairs in the buk material

power consumption of less than 20 VW/pixel. Radiation hard fabrication processes

recombine readily) md this makes cooling to liquid nitrogen temperatures mandatory.

exist up to 10 mad,

but tests with the actual circuit have not yet been performd.

On tbe;other hand, the shallow depletion depth prevents a degradation of the
resolution for tracks of non-nomd

incidence by 8 electrons which are known to limit

The principal advantage of the hybrid design over other pixel devices is that the

the resolution of much thicker strip devices.

detector and the readout circuit are fabricated on separate silicon wafers and

CCDS are usually conceived as slow devices because of the sequentiti readout.

therefore they can be optimized and fabricated inde~ndently.

Charge ~ansfer rates of up to 10 ~z

bump bonds and the readout circuit add to the totaf material, though tests have shown

have been achieved while maintaining

that the ~adout drips can be reduced in thickness to 50-100 ~m.

inefficiencies to the level of 10-6. Thus an array of 1 cmz couId be ~ad out in 25 rns.
With an on-chip amplifier and discriminator circuit of typically 40 ~z

On the other hand, the

bandwidth

and a remote main amplifier and sampling circuit rms noise levels on individual
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4.5.3 Monolithic Pixel Detectors
In recent years, a group from Stanford and Hawaii [ref 4.20] has pursued the
development of a pixel detector with the amplifier, storage and discriminator
EPITAXIAL

P SILICON
\

“ ‘u8sTRArc COHpLETEELfcTRo.
/COLLEtTlON
\

integrated on the same silicon wafer. Figure 4.18 shows a simphfied cross section of
such a device. The design is based on a PIN diode with the junction formed by
phosphor doped (n+) polysilicon on the bottom of the device. On the top, an array of
ohmic contacts serves as collection electrodes. The high purity p-type silicon
substrate is depleted by a reverse bias voltage applied to the diode junction. Each of
the contacts is surrounded by a large n-well which contains the PMOS readout
electronics. This well shapes the electric field lines such that dl charges in the
depletion region cm drift to the collection elecwodes. The n-wells also shield the drift
field from the switching ~nsients

of the readout circuits. The key feature of the

design is that the collected ionization charge is not trarrsfemd to the edge of the chip
but remains on a MOS transistor built into the pixel array. h future designs,

~.

Egure 4.16

additional elecmonic circuits for readout control and data compaction will be placed

!

4MPLIFER
OUTP”T

along the edges of the array.
A set of four small pixel arrays was recendy tested in a high energy muon beam. The

Schematics illustrating the operation of a charged coupled
device.

detectors were 300 ~

thick, they contained 30 x 10 pixels of 34 ~m x 125 ~m

dimension. The observed signal for minimum ionizing pticles

was on average 23

mV. me measured signal-to-noise ratio of a single channel was 55, substantially
smaller than the bench test result of 143 which is still smaller than the expected

3
1

2

performance, given the exnemely small capacitance of the individual pixels.
The beam test confirmed that the signal chwge can be efficiency coilected over the
whole area of the pixel. Of the 2665 macks in the sample, dl of them were detected in
I
all four detectors. The spatial resolution was determined from the centroid of the
charge clusters genwated by the beam particles. The measured position errors for the
smaller pixel dimension are shown in Figure 4.19 for tracks with pulse heights less
Particle
Direction

than 2.2 time minimum ionizing. The measured distribution fits a Gaussian error
function with a width of 2.2 ym, believed to be the best result to date for a
semiconduc~r

w
figure 4.17

based particle detector [ref 4.21]. This precision can be atrnbuted to

the low noise performance allowing for a more accurat~measurement

Schematic representation of a hybrid silicon Pm ditie
detmtor.

spread over several pixels.
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of the chwge

,1

Fumre efforts will be devoted to the development of larger pixel arrays with selective
readout and to the study of radiation hard design and fabrication.

—-—-————-——
4.6 Application
Se~ented

of Silimn Det~tom

Silicon Targets.

Asmentioned

above, theapplication

asactive mrgetsand precision mcklngdevices

r

– 300

32experiments

~m

Drifi#f\~~~
paths
L

~

Collsetion

11111

eletirodes

(not to

Depleted

[11

N wells pixel
elwtronics

elecmodes), 300~mtiick
‘

vertices inanevent

P type Sihcon

in aphoton

nd spaced by 100~m. It wasdesigned

bymeans of an irrerease intheionization

to detect multiple

inthedownsmem

wafers. me technique is illustrated in Figure 4.20. This approach was well-suited for

1111

Guard
banda

bythe NA-l arrd NA-

[ref 4.1] wasoperated

beam. The target was made of 40 silicon wafers (with no segmentation of the

11111
11111

11

waspioneemd

at CERN. ~eNA-lspecmometer

ofsilicon devices

coherent charm production in which the highly ionizing disintegration products of the

Phosphorus doped z
(N+) polysihcon

Guard
bands

Metal f

target were avoided, and for relatively
low energieswhere the primary ~riti!tiplicities
wem mtierate

scale)

such that there was sensitivity to small changes in the ionization. StiD,

TIP-037~

there were problems due to Landau fluctuations,
Pigttre 4.18

Schematic representation of themonolithic
det=tor.

secondary interactions, and photon

conversions. Also, since there were two charm decays per event, the association of

silicon pixel

the decay length and the charged decay secorrties
Micrmtrip

Detector.

often mmairred ambiguous.

Some of these difficulties were ovemome by using highly

segmented detectors both as active targets as we~ as downstream as macking devices.
This was done by the NA-32 group who operated a spectrometer in a charged particle
beam at the ~RN
200 –

SPS. The group concluded that the active target information

could not be efficiency used to select charm events at the rngger level due to
problems with interactions and multiple scattering. The group subsequendy decided

150 –

to improve the msohrtion and granularity of the silicon vertex detector by adding two
Cms

at distances of 10 mm and 20 mm from a 2.5 mm thick copper target [mf 4.22].

Whh this set-up, the tracks exmpolated

100 –

to the beam interaction point were. measured

with a precision (in Vm) of 02= 52 + ( 18/P)2, when tie f~t te~
50 –

multiple scattering. Typically the prim~
:20

Mgure 4.19

is tie inrnnsic

resolution of the set-up, and the second term represents the corrtibution from

I
-10

0
Residuals (Vm)

L
10

ax = Oy = 2 Am in the
20

plme

vertex was determined with a precision of
and

oz = @

wm

in the ~~c~on

This remarkable performance lead to the clean separation of secon@

of the

with

me ~ measurements are illustrated in Figure 4.21.

be~.

vertices, and

to tie fwst precise measurements of the lifetimes of the Ds meson and the ~

TIP42T24

Position resolution fmamonolithic silicon pixel detata
34pmreadout pitch. The Gaussian width is22~m.

transverse

baryon.
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To date, the most precise measurements of the charm particle lifetimes have been
reported by two experiments operating in high energy photon beams at Fermilab, E
691 [ref 4.23] and E 687 [ref 4.24]. These two groups built on the experience of the
earher experiments. ~ey

combined the high rate capability of large spectrometers

with the excellent resolution of by then commercially available silicon microsrnp
detectors. The E 691 specmmeter
two threshold ~renkov
downstrem

is shown in Figure 4.22. Kaons were identified by

counters, and electrons and muons were detected

in an elecwmagnetic

calorimeter md behind a thick steel absorber,

respectively. Three rnplets of single-sided microstrip detectors with 50 ~m readout
pitch and digital re~t

>—

were installed behind the beryllium target in the field free

region. Each of the rnplets had detectors with three strip orientations, X(W),
and V(-20.50). Th~ angular acceptance was about 100 mrad. hge

x—

y(m),

drift chambers

>—
>—

measured the particle mjectories before and after the dipole magnet.

x—

E 691 recorded l@ inelastic interactions in a three months run in 1985. The off-line
event selation

systematic errors in the determination of the chm
(1) Tracks from the decay of a charm pticle
mndary

g

was remarkably straight forward and was designed to minimize the

‘;

lifetimes:

[

were quired

to form a good
t

vertex, d] other tracks were used to fit the interaction vertex.

(2) The impact parameter of the reconstructed chm
primary vertex was not to exceed 80 w
poorly reconstructti

candidate relative to the

(this criterion safeguarded against

tracks artd ricks that had undergone scattering).

(3) The assigned particle masses had to be consistent with the associated
&nkov

counter pulse height.

.

(4) To further reduce the non-charm background, only cmdidates were retained
that decayed at least some distance zmln downstrem
,This distance ~~

was chosen to be 6-10

of the primary vertex.

times the resolution oz. depending

on the decay mode under study. The ratio flaz and the proper time resolution

\

wem found to be largely independent of the charm particle momenmm.
The resulting four D meson samples obtained by E 691 are presented in Figure 4.23.
The p-r

E
v
m

time t was calculated using the measured momentum ~d the decay

distance 1corrected for the cut on Zrnin,
t=l/y~C(l-lrnin),
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surveyed by a collimatd

x-ray beam prior to installation [ref 4.27] and tracks were

used to measum the relative position of the modules to the tracking drift chambers on
the outside.
Vertex

Similar vertex detectors with multiple layers are presently operating in the bELPHI
and OPAL detectors at ~P
angle, seved

~

Drill Chamber

(Inner Wall)

>

and in CDF at the Tevamon. To cover most of the solid

detectors are connected in series by wire bonds to form Srnps with an

effective length of up to 25 cm. So far, the only experiment that employs doublesided silicon Srnp detwtors is ALEPH. While the resolution of the ALEPH detector
has been shown to be comparable to others with similar Srnp spacing, occasional
beam losses have lh to breakdown of coupling capacitors of the p+ strips on the
ohmic side. This effect has ken traced to a design flaw and can easily be prevented
in future designs.

——

Up to now, all of these vertex detectors have been operated outside the vacuum pipe.

—K

An interesting test was recently performed at one of the interaction regions of the
Fon - OU17

CERN SPS collider [ref 4.28]. In this test, silicon strip detectors were operated inside
a s~called Roman Pot, an insertion in the vacuum pipe that can be placed at variable
distance from the beam center. Several detectors wem mounted at right angles to the
beam, separated from the beam by a thin aluminizd

mylar foil. The test showed that

silicon detectors can be operated at distances of 4 mm from the stored proton beam
and that tracks from the beam-beam interactions can be cleanly recorded. A similar
set-up at the SSC or LHC collider could constitute a very powerful vertex detector for
particles emitted in the forward direction.
Charged Coupled Devic~

The SLD vertex detector is the first device to employ

CCDS on a large scale in a high energy physics experiment [ref 4.29]. It consists of
480 C~Ds, with a total of 120 million pixels. Each pixel functions as an independent
detector element, providing a space point measurement

with a resolution of about 5

~m in each coordinate. The CCDS are arranged in four concentric cylindrical layers
‘Soldering

surrounding the vacuum pipe. This detector assembly is the result of a six year long

\ Cable

3-87
5710A2

R&D program during which the following novel construction and o~rating
procedures were developed:
(1) the cons~ction

of a mechanically stable, low mass support system that also
Pigure 4.24

provides the necessary low-mass signal paths for the CCD operation;

The Mark II silicon strip vertex detector. (a) A schematic
layout with the vacuum pipeon theinsideand thevertexdrift
chamber on theoutside.(b)Vertex detectormodule.
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(2) the operation at cryogenic temperature (-800C) in order to suppress dark
current and to enhance the charge transfer efficiency;
(3) the reduction of the power dissipation to 0.1 VW per pixel and 12 W total to
1.00

allow for a simple gas cooling system;

I

I

I

I
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(4) the modulm assembly that allowed for the optical sumey of the all detector
80

elements prior to installation;
(5) the operation of a device with a 20 P

thick epitaxial sdicon layer requiring

extremely low noise performance of the amplifier and readout circuits; and

80

(6) the high speed of the readout, signfl processing, and data compaction.
40

The operation of this detector at the SLC is a major challenge because of high
background from the beam halo. Due to the high granularity of the detector and the
thin depletion region, the detector was able to operate under conditions in which all

20

wire chambers failed, and in which a strip detector would be saturated. The spatial
resolution was measured for tracks registered in three or more layers, the resulting
0

residuds are shown in Figure 4.25. Fits to these distributions imply position

●

resolution for individual layers of 5 ~m in the plane transverse to the beam and 7.8
Lm in the direction pwdlel to the beam [ref 4.30]. Since at this time the intemd
geome~

60

is defined solely by the optical survey, further improvements are expected

after more precise correction for misalignment have been applied. The recognition of
heavy flavor pficles

is expected to be gready improved and inclusive measurements

of charm and beau~ pmducrion will undoubted

lead to very interesting results.
40

4.7 Radiation

Damage

In high energy application, silicon detectors and the asswiated electronic circuits will
z
,0
z

undergo damage due to radiation. Two basic mechanisms are responsible for the
damage:

20

1) the displacement of atoms from the lattice sites, so-called buk damage, and
2) the creation of electrons in insulation layers by ionizing radiation, leading to
o

charge trapping at the interface between the oxide and the silicon.
At e+e- colliders, ionizing effects dominate and lead to interface charges, in hadron
beams and at p~ coUiders, displacement damage dominates. The effects of ionization
damage *

Figure 4.25

difficult to predict and they critically depend on the details of the device

fabrication. Ionization effects are proportional to the total dose and to s2, where s is
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The SLD CCD Vertex Detector p+rfosmance: distribution of
residuds for racks reconstmcted using two of the four layers
for a) transverse coordinates and b) longitudinal coordinates.

the thicknessof theinsulator,
and thustheycan be tiuced by keeping the oxide

thickness as small as practical.

(a)

1

Buk damage manifests itself primarily in th~e phenomena:
a) increati

r

,

I

---

0

1

I

,

I

I ,
n-type

,

I

---

I

I

1

I

I

p-type

leakage current,

b) change in resistivity resulting in a change of the depletion voltage, and
c) the increasd

–2 –

trapping or recombination of signal charge.

The creation of defwt states in silicon under irradiation by neutron and protons has
been studid for many years.

fit: N,” = Noexp(- cO) - PO
4

The fit

c= 5.5x 10-14 cm2
p = 0.031 cm-l

effwt ~at is observed when detectors w exposed to high levels of radiation

is an increase in ,leakage current, ID = 10 + a ~, where ID is the dark current per
cm3. TWical values for ~ ~ IO-8 n~cm3, e.g. for a flUXof 1014 protons/cm2 this
would @atrslate to an increase of 36 ~wcm2 in a 300 ~
current of 14 ~~RWcm2

tj

.o~
I

thick detector, or a dark

@p(1013/cm2)

in detectors of this tiickness.
(b)

Two effects appear to influence the doping concentration in the bulk material: tbe
removal of phosphor donors and the creation of negatively chargd

>4

120~

vacancy states

(

I

1

I

1

I

I

I

I
6

!

I

1

I

1

I

,

that act as acceptors. Thus, the effective doping concentration under hadron
irrdlation

can be parametend

as

whe~ No is the initial doping concentration, c has the dimension of an area and can
be interpret

as cross section for the donor removal, and ~ represents the probability

per unit path length in silicon to create an acceptor state. Measurements of the deple20 –

tion voltage can be usd to derive the effective doping concenmation. V*P = Neff
d2~ (hem d ~fers to the det~tor thickness). Recenfly measurements have been
extenti

n.
“o

to extremely high proton fluences [~f 4.31]. Results of these measure-

ments are given in Figure 4.26. For a total proton flux of 1.5. 1014/cm2, the buti con-

4

I
8

I

I
10

I

I
12

I

I
14

@p (1013/cm2)
TIP43733

verts from n-type to p-type and the depletion voltage increases. The data flt the expected behavior of the effective doping concentration

2

with c = (5.5 * 1.1)10-14cm2
Hgure

and ~ = (0.031 ~ 0.006) /cm.
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4.26

Radiation damage in silicon photodiode by proton irradiation:
(a) depletion volts e, type inversion occurs at a totrd flux of
?
@=l.11013/cm
; o) effective doping concentration. The
dashed and dashd-dottd
lines show the contributions from
donor removal and acceptor mation, respectively.

The measurements indicate that silicon detectors survive at the fluence of hadrons

Gaseous devices operate at high voltage which may break down in high rate

expected at the SSC co~ider, provided they are placed no closer that 10 cm from the

environments.

beam.
Silicon devices exploit the high density and the precise localization of primary
5.0

CONCLUSIONS

ionization, the relatively low diffusion and high mobility of tie charge carriers.

AND OUTLOOK

Fabrication on the basis of VLSI technology leads to high precision and high
gramsltity.

Table 5.1 lists some of the critical properties of various vertex detectors that have
been presented in these lectures. h fixed target experiments, active targets have lead

are also

density leading to enhances multiple scattering. They are dso relatively expensive

to rather impmssive results in terms of vertex resolution. Nuclear emulsions and
bubble chfibers

The devices operate at low voltage with stable gain. ~ey

mechanically stable. The main disadvantage of semiconductor detectors is their high
due to custom processing on high purity materials, limited in si= and thus requiring

have been replaced in recent years by scintillating fibers and

an elaborate support structure. The high density readout dissipates substantial

segmented silicon targets, so as to enhmce the rate capability and avoid difficult and

amounts of heat so that cooling becomes mandato~ in larger detector assemblies.

time consuming scanning procedures. In practice, these active targets have not quite

Silicon detectors and the associated elecmonics are susceptibility to radiation damage.

produced the results they appeared to promise. The principle reason being the
multiple scattering and secondary interactions that occur in the target and lead to

Silicon detectors have started to have a major impact on charged particle tracking and

enhanced angular errors and confusion with decay vertices.

the detection of secondary vertices. They have substantially improvti

the resolution

and data rate capability of vertex detectors and have lead to very precise

Table 5.1. Vertex Detectors

measurements of charm particle lifetimes. In the future, we expect exciting results in
Active
Target
Nuclear Emulsions
Bubble Chambers
Scintillating Fibers
Drift Chambers
Gaseous Microsrnps
Silicon Strip Detectors
Silicon Pixel Detectors

x
x

x

Ionization
Energy (eV)

Sensitive
Time (ins)

400
4OO-1OOO
30
30
3
3

70-200
0.002
0.5
0.01
0.02-0.20
0.01

Position
Resolution
(mm)

the area of beauty physics, among them lifetime measmments
neuti

for charged and

beauty mesons and baryons. Enhanced capabilities for the detection of

separate vertices are very important, both for the study of beauty pardcles but also in

0.5
2.5-50

searches for new particles like the Wggs. Special emphasis on vertex detection will
be placed by tests of CP violation in the decay of beauty particles, where the lifetime

40-150

dependence of the expected asymmetries needs to be established. Such experiments

30-50
3-15
3-5

are being planned both for e+e– B factories as well as for the large proton colliders.

t

In the futm,

two-dimensiond

readout will become more important for applications

at colliding beam machines as well as at fixed target experiments. Al higher energies,
Drift chambem have been employd

in a large variety of configurations as tracking

higher multiplicities and more tightly collimated jets will place more stringent

detectors. They are relatively inexpensive devices of moderate resolution and

demands on granul~ty.

granularity. They can provide a large number of position measurements with

Major challenges for the design of larger detectors will

remain to be the fast read-out with on-chip data compaction, the mechanical design of

relatively litde multiple scattering, thus allowing for excellent pattern recognition in

the support and cooling system, and the interconnections and transport of signals,

one dimension. Their precision is limited by diffusion of tie ionization charge, the

clock pulses, and power to the individud detector elements. With increased

placement and stability of the wires, the fluctuations in the drift velocity due to

complexity hd higher degrees of multiplexing of signals and readout, performance

variations in temperature and pressure, and the inhomogenuity of the drift field.

rehability and testing attain more and more importance.
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Fast on-fine selection of events witi displaced vertices due to weak decays will
remain a challenge. Fast processors with resrncted insmction
more sophisticated decisions, combining vertex infomarion

sets may allow for
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